In a new simple application of the non-Abelian discrete symmetry A 4 to chargedlepton and neutrino mass matrices, we show that for the current experimental central value of sin 2 2θ 13 ≃ 0.1, leptonic CP violation is necessarily large, i.e. | tan δ CP | > 1.3.
The non-Abelian discrete symmetry A 4 was introduced [1, 2, 3] to achieve the seemingly impossible, i.e. the existence of a lepton family symmetry consistent with the three very different charged-lepton masses m e , m µ , m τ . It was subsequently shown [4] to be a natural theoretical framework for neutrino tribimaximal mixing, i.e. sin 2 θ 23 = 1, tan 2 θ 12 = 0.5, and θ 13 = 0. This pattern was consistent with experimental data until recently, when the Daya Bay Collaboration reported [5] the first precise measurement of θ 13 , i.e. sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.092 ± 0.016(stat) ± 0.005(syst),
followed shortly [6] by the RENO Collaboration, i.e. sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.113 ± 0.013(stat) ± 0.019(syst).
This means that tribimaximal mixing is not a good description, and more importantly, leptonic CP violation is now possible because θ 13 = 0, just as hadronic CP violation in the quark sector is possible because V ub = 0.
In this paper, we show that A 4 is still a good symmetry for understanding this pattern, using a new simple variation of the original idea. As shown below, it predicts a correlation between θ 13 , θ 23 , and δ CP in such a way that given the experimentally allowed ranges of values for θ 13 and θ 23 , a lower bound on | tan δ CP | is obtained. In particular, for the central values of sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.1 and sin 2 2θ 12 = 0.87, we find | tan δ CP | > 1.3 from sin 2 2θ 23 > 0.92.
The most general 3 × 3 Majorana neutrino mass matrix has six complex entries, i.e. twelve parameters. Three are overall phases of the mass eigenstates which are unobservable.
The nine others are three masses, three mixing angles, and three phases: one Dirac phase δ CP , i.e. the analog of the one complex phase of the 3 × 3 quark mixing matrix, and two relative Majorana phases α 1,2 for two of the three mass eigenstates. The existence of nonzero δ CP or α 1,2 means that CP conservation is violated. It is one of the most important issues of neutrino physics yet to be explored experimentally.
Before showing how the A 4 model is constructed, consider first the end results. In the A 4 basis, the 3 × 3 charged-lepton mass matrix is
Using the existing bound [7] of sin 2 2θ 23 > 0.92, this would require sin 2 2θ 13 < 0.04, which is of course ruled out by the recent data, i.e Eqs. (1) and (2) . This result is however not negative, but rather very positive, because it says that ǫ 23 must be complex, in which case the approximation becomes
Now the new data can be accommodated provided that leptonic CP violation is large.
In analyzing Eq. (6), we note from Eq. (4) that whereas the parameter a may be chosen real, the others b, c, d must be kept complex. In fact, even in the tribimaximal limit (b = c = 0), d is in general complex, as shown already some time ago [8] .
We now show how Eqs. (3) and (4) are obtained. The symmetry A 4 is that of the even permutation of four objects. It has twelve elements and is the smallest group which admits an irreducible three-dimensional representation. Its character table is given below. The basic 
As first shown in Ref.
, the chargedlepton mass matrix is given by
where
we then obtain Eq. (3) with
The original A 4 symmetry is now broken to the residual symmetry Z 3 , i.e. lepton flavor triality [9] , with e ∼ 1, µ ∼ ω 2 , τ ∼ ω. This is a good symmetry of the Lagrangian as long as neutrino masses are zero. Exotic scalar decays are predicted and may be observable at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in some regions of parameter space [10, 11] .
To obtain nonzero neutrino masses, we add four Higgs triplets: (4) is the automatic result. In previous studies, e = f = 0 has to be enforced to get tribimaximal mixing, which is technically an unnatural condition, requiring usually the addition of extra symmetries and auxiliary fields. Free of this burden, nonzero and arbitrary d, e, f are easily implemented. For large Higgs triplet masses, small vacuum expectation values are naturally induced [12] by the soft trilinearΦ † ∆Φ terms.
We simply assume that A 4 is broken completely by these terms to obtain different u 1,2,3 . On the other hand, the tribimaximal requirement of u 2 = u 3 = 0 is very difficult to maintain, because it is not protected against infinite radiative corrections, which is the field theory's way of telling us that they should be nonzero and arbitrary in the first place. In retrospect, it should have been obvious that Eq. (4) is the more natural choice for the neutrino mass matrix in the A 4 basis.
The most general neutrino mass matrix in the tribimaximal basis is
To first order, θ 13 and θ 23 are sensitive to m 4 and m 5 , whereas θ 12 is sensitive to m 6 . The case of m 6 = 0 was considered in the original proposal [4] of tribimaximal mixing using A 4 , and updated recently [13] . The case of m 5 ≃ 0 is realized in a supersymmetric B − L gauge model with T 7 symmetry discussed recently [14, 15] . The case of unbroken residual symmetries in a class of discrete symmetries has been discussed recently [16] , as well as a general perturbation of the tribimaximal limit [17] . Here we consider the simplest and The neutrino mixing matrix U has 4 parameters: s 12 , s 23 , s 13 and δ CP [7] . We choose
to conform with that of the tribimaximal mixing matrix of Eq. (5), then
where m We now diagonalize M
from which we obtain U ′ = U T B U T ǫ . To obtain U with the usual convention, we rotate the phases of the µ and τ rows so that U 
The three angles and the Dirac phase are extracted according to
The effective Majorana neutrino mass in neutrinoless double beta decay is then given by
Although b, c, d are in general complex, the structure of this model is restricted by data such that Im(b) is very small, so we will assume in the following that b is real. As for Im(d),
it is also small and affects only m ee slightly and not δ CP , so we will also take d to be real.
The main feature here is the complexity of c. To first approximation, we find
allowing only the normal ordering of neutrino masses.
The special case b = 0 is especially interesting. It may be maintained by an interchange symmetry [4, 13] such that f = −e. As such, it was considered in Ref. [16] . In that case, Eq. (6) can be diagonalized exactly. Assuming that a, d are real and c complex, we find
where δ 
sin 2 2θ 12 = 0.87, sin 2 2θ 13 = 0.05 to 0.15.
We then diagonalize Eq. (6) exactly and scan for solutions satisfying the above experimental inputs. We do not assume b = 0 or α ′ 3 to be necessarily small. We find that solutions exist only for the normal ordering of neutrino masses, i.e. m
, as in the tribimaximal case [8] . In Fig. 1 
